
Face Fix Key Safe Installation Guide
Includes easy step by step setup, lists of contents and tools required

Security Digital Access Products
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USER GUIDE

Enter a valid 6 digit code on the keypad

You will hear a beep with each button push followed by an affirmative series of beeps
when a valid code has been accepted

Pull drawer ‘A’ down

Pull out key attached to retractor if fitted or remove from key hook

Replace key in drawer after use

Push up drawer to relock

Setting and unsetting Alarm with Key Safe Alarm Interface (where fitted)

Entering a valid code will automatically unset the alarm

To reset  alarm enter    # your code *

The drawer does not need to use this function

PROBLEM SOLVER
Code entered is followed by a negative beep,  safe does not unlock.
Your code is not valid, it may be out of permitted hours of use, expired or barred.
Check validity with operator
There is no beep when button is pressed

or battery is dead.      
Solution:
Hold a PP3 battery against the emergency power up terminals ‘B’ with positive + terminal
against the red contact screw
Continue to hold battery against terminal throughout the process
when buttons are live continue to hold battery, enter code and pull down drawer, report fault to 
the operator

Code acceptance beeps is followed by 2 short beeps 
Low battery warning Please report to operator

PLEASE ENSURE THAT KEYS ARE ALWAYS SAFELY RETURNED

Keypad

Pull down
to open

Alarm function keys

Emergency power up ‘B’

Key Drawer’A’

Unit is locked out after 20 incorrect attempts. wait for 3 minutes and retry
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INSTALLATION GUIDE

Pull down
to open

Key Drawer’A’

Retractor
Key Hook

Barrel Nut ‘D’

’C’

’E’

’G’

’F’

’I’

’H’

’G’

’C’

Front Locked Front Unlocked

Fixing Bracket

Rear  Locked

12.5cm Minimum clear

10 cm Minimum clear



A valid code is required to instal the safe.

Select location
The safe is designed to be installed on a flat vertical surface and requires a minimum of 10cm 
below the base of the unit for the drawer to open
The unit has a built in retractable lanyard and if used you must ensure that it will reach the lock  
when fully extended (approx.110 cm) 
If the retractor is not used, push out the key hook ‘C’ with a screwdriver from the back of the unit. 
Open the drawer and set hook to right angle position with pliers

Select fixing method

BOLT FIXING
Suitable for fixing to a door, gate or panel where there is access to the inside face.
Select or cut to length an M8 coach bolt. If securing with a nut on the inside the bolt  should be a 
minimum of 10mm longer than the material you are fixing through.
If fixing with a flush Barrel nut ‘D’ ,the bolt must be 3-10mm shorter than the material you are fixing 
through.
Utilise an existing hole, door viewer. knocker etc. or drill an 8.5 - 11mm fixing hole. If the anti swivel 
screw is to be used drill a 3mm hole 87mm vertically below the centre of the fixing hole
Enter code and open drawer
Locate the head of the M8 coach bolt into the access slot ‘E’ in the rear of the unit and push fully up 
into the slot ‘F’ , close drawer to retain bolt. 
Push bolt through fixing hole and attach with rear nut .
If using the anti swivel screw. open drawer and tighten grub screw with a 2mm hex key into 3mm 
hole through access hole ‘G’ in drawer.

BRACKET FIXING
Suitable for face fixing onto a flat vertical surface.
Select position ensuring that there is a minimum of 12.5cm above and 10cm below the bracket.
Fit bracket through 2 square fixing holes ‘H’
Preferred fixings. No 6 woodscrews. M8 coach bolts or screws. Easydrive 5.5 self drill anchors 
(metal fixings)

DO NOT DISTORT BRACKET, PACK OUT ON UNEVEN SURFACES

Ensure grub screw ‘G’ does not protrude out of unit. To adjust, open drawer and access
through hole ‘G’ 
Open key safe drawer and locate unit onto bracket through access slot ‘E’.
Push fully down. Tighten screw ‘G’ through access hole in drawer with 2mm hex key

Attaching keys to retractor

Open drawer pull out retractor key hook, push ferrel ‘I’ aside and hook on keys.

For technical assistance contact:

LOXAL SECURITY LTD 
       0800 917 2994
    www.loxalsecurity.co
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